We derive a generalized deviation equation -analogous to the well-known geodesic deviation equation -for test bodies in General Relativity. Our result encompasses and generalizes previous extensions of the standard geodesic deviation equation. We show how the standard as well as a generalized deviation equation can be used to measure the curvature of spacetime by means of a set of test bodies. In particular, we provide exact solutions for the curvature by using the standard deviation equation as well as its next order generalization.
I. INTRODUCTION
In General Relativity, the comparison of test bodies moving along adjacent world lines is of direct operational significance. The observation of a suitably prepared set of test bodies allows for the determination of the components of the curvature tensor. In this work we derive a deviation equation for test bodies moving along general curves in arbitrary background spacetimes.
Our findings in this work generalize the well-known geodesic deviation equation and some of its early modifications. In contrast to many previous treatments, we are making use of a covariant expansion technique based on Synge's "world function" [1, 2] . This expansion technique has also been applied extensively in the context of the equations of motion of extended test bodies [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and in the gravitational self-force problem [10, 11] .
We explicitly show, how the deviation equation can be used to measure the curvature of spacetime and thereby the gravitational field. For this we extend Szekeres' "gravitational compass" [12] and provide an exact solution for the curvature components in terms of the mutual accelerations between the constituents of a swarm of test bodies.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In section II we derive an exact generalized deviation along general world lines. Furthermore, we provide a systematic expansion of this equation in powers of the deviation vector. Subsequently we study several special cases of our general deviation equation in section III. In particular, we make contact with several other suggestions for deviation equations in the literature. We then use the derived deviation equation in section IV to determine the curvature of spacetime by means of a generalized gravitational * dirk.puetzfeld@zarm.uni-bremen.de; http://puetzfeld.org † obukhov@ibrae.ac.ru compass. We conclude our paper in section V with a discussion of the results obtained and with an outlook of their possible applications. Our notations and conventions are summarized in appendix A and table II. An exposition on normal coordinates given in appendix B contains some new results not found in the earlier literature.
II. GENERALIZED DEVIATION EQUATION
Alternative derivations and generalizations as well as applications [12, of the standard and generalized deviation equations have been extensively studied in the physical and mathematical literature. The interest in deviation equations is of course directly linked to their operational meaning, allowing for a measurement of the gravitational field, i.e. the curvature of spacetime, in General Relativity.
Here we focus on a covariant derivation of a deviation equation for general curves, which are not necessarily geodesic. We base our derivation on Synge's world function σ(x, y) [1] , which introduces a covariant generalization of the finite distance between the spacetime points x and y. Basic definitions and our notation are summarized in appendix A.
A. Comparison of two general curves
Let us start by comparing two general curves Y (t) and X(t) in an arbitrary spacetime manifold. At this stage even the parameters t andt can be general, i.e. are not necessarily the proper time on the given curves. Now we connect two points x ∈ X and y ∈ Y on the two curves by the geodesic joining the two points (we assume that this geodesic is unique).
Along the geodesic we have the world function σ, and conceptually the closest object to the connecting vector between the two points is the covariant derivative of the world function, denoted at the point y by σ y . Note though that σ y is just tangent at that point (its length being the the geodesic length between y and x), only in flat spacetime it coincides with the connecting vector. Keeping in mind such an interpretation, let us now work out a propagation equation for this "generalized" connecting vector along the reference curve, cf. fig. 1 . Following our conventions the reference curve will be Y (t) and we define the generalized connecting vector to be:
Taking its covariant total derivative, we have
where in the last line we defined the velocities along the two curves Y and X. As usual, σ y x1...y2... := ∇ x1 . . . ∇ y2 . . . (σ y ) denote the higher order covariant derivatives of the world function. We continue by taking the second derivative of (2), which yields
here we introduced the accelerations a y := Du y /dt, and a x := Dũ x /dt. Equation (3) is already the generalized deviation equation, but the goal is to have all the quantities therein defined along the reference wordline Y .
We now derive some auxiliary formulas, by introducing the inverse of the second derivative of the world function via the following equations:
Multiplication of (2) by −1 σ x3 y1 then yields
Where in the last line we defined two auxiliary quantities K x y and H x y -the notation follows the terminology of Dixon. Equation (6) allows us to formally express the the velocity along the curve X in terms of the quantities which are defined at Y and then "propagated" by K and H x y . Using (6) in (3) we arrive at:
We may derive an alternative version of this equationby using (6) multiplied by dt/dt -which yields
and inserted into (3):
Note that we may determine the factor dt/dt by requiring that the velocity along the curve X is normalized, i.e. u xũ x = 1, in which case (6) yields
B. Expansion of quantities on Y
The generalized (exact) deviation equations (7) and (9) contain quantities which are not defined along the reference curve, in particular the covariant derivatives of the world function. We now make use of the covariant expansions of these quantities, which we already worked out in our previous paper [7] , i.e.
The coefficients α, β, γ in these expansions are polynomials constructed from the Riemann curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives. The first coefficients read (as one can also check using computer algebra [10] ):
These results allow us to derive the third derivatives of the world function appearing in (7) and (9), i.e. we have up to the second order in the deviation vector:
Here we introduced a compact notation for the combinations of the second covariant derivatives of the curvature and the quadratic polynomial of the curvature tensor (in symbolic form, "∇∇R + R · R"):
Substituting the coefficients of the expansions (11)- (13) we obtain the explicit (complicated) expressions which we do not display here.
For the symmetrized versions we obtain
Furthermore we need the expansions of K We already have everything at hand except −1 σ x y which we can obtain from (5):
From this one can derive the recurring term in (9) up to the needed order, i.e.
With these expansions at hand we are finally able to develop the deviation equation (9) up to the third order.
x2 in accordance with the definition of the parallel propagator, and introduce
The deviation equation up to the third order reads
We would like to stress that the generalized deviation equation derived in (35) is completely general. In partic-ular, it allows for a comparison of two general, i.e. not necessarily geodetic, world lines in spacetime. In special cases, cf. also the next section III, our result is in qualitative agreement with previous results in the literature, see in particular [14, 18, 21, 25, 41, 63] III. SPECIAL CASES Up to this point our considerations were completely general, resulting in the exact form (9) as well as in the second order version (35) -expanded w.r.t. the world function -of the generalized deviation equation. In the following we will study some special cases of the deviation equation.
A. Affine parametrization
So-far our framework allows for a completely general parametrization of the curves Y and X. While such a general framework is of course desirable from a mathematical point of view, such freedom of the parametrization may also lead to unnecessarily complicated equations. By switching to an affine parametrization of the curves, i.e. we assume that the time parametert on X is a linear function of the one on Y , we can simplify the deviation equation, without restricting its physical meaning. If we demand thatt = c 1 t + c 2 , where c 1 and c 2 are just some arbitrary constants, we can get rid of the "parametrization induced" acceleration terms. In particular, the exact deviation equation (9) now takes the form:
Note that here we introduced the new symbolǎ x for the acceleration on X, to distinguish it from the acceleration a x for an arbitrary parametrization in the original equation (9) . Furthermore, for an affine parametrization the approximated version (35) of the generalized deviation takes the following simplified form:
Geodesic curves
If the two curves Y and X are geodesics, then (37) takes the even simpler form:
Furthermore, from (38) we can recover the well-known equation of geodesic deviation by linearizing in η:
Flat spacetime
In a flat spacetime, and for affine parametrization, equation (37) yields:
Hence, if the two curves are geodesics, we obtain the expected result
B. Synchronous parametrization
The factors with the derivatives of the parameters t andt appear due to the non-synchronous parametrization of the two curves. It is possible to make things simpler by introducing the synchronization of parametrization. Namely, we start by rewriting the velocity as
That is, we now parametrize the position on the first curve by the same variablet that is used on the second curve. Accordingly, we denote
By differentiation, we then derive
where
Analogously, we derive for the derivative of the deviation vector
Substituting (44) and (46) into (35), we obtain
Now everything is synchronous in the sense that both curves are parametrized byt.
Actually, the synchronization can be done already for the exact deviation equation (9) which is then recast into a simpler form
Geodesic curves
If the two curves Y and X are geodesics, then (35) takes the form: 
Flat spacetime
In a flat spacetime, in Cartesian coordinates, the deviation equation (35) takes the form:
This can be recast into
Taking into account the definitions and the initial conditions, we conclude that
which is what we expect -we are thus recovering the definition (1).
C. Orthogonal parametrization
Its is worthwhile to stress that no assumption about the orthogonality of the deviation vector η y w.r.t. the velocity u y along the reference world line has been made in our derivation. Such an additional assumption could be imposed, basically leading to a form of the deviation equation as given in [18] . Technically, this is achieved by performing an orthogonal decomposition of the generalized deviation equation. This is straightforward and we do not present here the explicit result.
D. Flat spacetime, geodesic curves
In flat spacetime, and for the curves Y and X being geodesics, we obtain:
In order to arrive at the intuitive result of a non accelerated deviation vector, we have to make sure there is no "parametrization induced" acceleration, once again by choosing the parametrization in such a way that d 2t /dt 2 vanishes. In the synchronized form, we have
IV. GRAVITATIONAL COMPASS
The determination of the curvature of spacetime in the context of deviation equations has been discussed in previous works, see for example [1, 12, 53] . In [12] , Szekeres coined the notion of a "gravitational compass." From now on we will adopt this notion for a set of suitably prepared test bodies which allow for the measurement of the curvature and, thereby, the gravitational field.
The operational procedure is to monitor the accelerations of a set of test bodies w.r.t. to an observer moving on the reference world line Y . A mechanical analogue would be to measure the forces between the test bodies and the reference body via a spring connecting them.
In the following we search for configurations of test bodies which allow for a complete determination of all curvature components in a Riemannian background spacetime. We perform our analysis on the basis of the standard geodesic deviation equation, as well as one of its generalizations.
A. Rewriting the deviation equation
Our starting point is the standard geodesic deviation equation, i.e.
Since we want to express the curvature in terms of measured quantities, i.e. the velocities and the accelerations, we rewrite this equation in terms of the standard (noncovariant) derivative w.r.t. the proper time.
In order to simplify the resulting equation we employ normal coordinates, i.e. we have on the world line of the reference test body
In terms of the standard total derivative w.r.t. to the proper time s, the deviation equation (55) takes the form:
However, what actually seems to be measured by a compass at the reference point Y is the lower components of the relative acceleration. For the lower index position, in terms of the ordinary derivative in normal coordinates, the deviation equation (55) takes the form
B. Explicit compass setup
Let us consider a general 6-point compass. In addition to the reference test body on the world line we will use the following geometrical setup of the 5 remaining test bodies:
In addition to the positions of the compass constituents, we have to make a choice for the velocity of the reference test body / observer. In the following we will use (m) different compasses, each of these compasses will have a different velocity (associated) with the reference test body. In other words, we consider (m) different compasses or reference test bodies, all of which are located at the world line reference point Y (at the same time), and all these (m) observers measure the relative accelerations to all five test bodies placed at the positions given in (59) . The lhs of (58) are the measured accelerations and in the following we refer to them by (m,n) A a . Furthermore, we also introduced the compass index (m) u a for the velocities. In other words, for (m) compasses and (n) bodies in one compass, we have the following set of equations:
What remains to be chosen, apart from the (n = 1 . . . 5) positions of bodies in one compass, is the number (m) and the actual directions in which each compass / observer shall move. Of course in the end we want to minimize both numbers, i.e. (m) and (n), which are needed to determine all curvature components.
(
The c (m)a here are just constants, chosen appropriately to ensure the normalization of the 4-velocity of each compass.
In summary, we are going to consider (m) = 1 . . . 6 compasses, each of them with 6-points, where the five reference points are always the (n) = 1 . . . 5 from (59).
Explicit curvature components
The 20 independent components of the curvature tensor can be explicitly determined in terms of the accelerations (m,n) A a and velocities (m) u a by making use of the deviation equation (60) with the help of the compass configuration given in (59) and (61) . The result reads as follows:
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There are still 3 components of the curvature tensor missing. To determine them, we notice that the following relation between the remaining equations is at our disposal: 
Subtracting (79) from (80) and using the Ricci identity we find: 
By examination of the components given in (62)- (83), we conclude that for a full determination of the curvature one needs 13 test bodies, see fig. 2 for a sketch of the solution.
Vacuum spacetime
In vacuum the number of independent components of the curvature is reduced to the 10 components of the Weyl tensor C abcd . Replacing R abcd in the compass solution (62)- (83), and taking into account the symmetries of Weyl we may use a reduced compass setup to completely determine the gravitational field, i.e. 01 :
07 : All the other components of the Weyl tensor are obtained from the above by making use of the double-self-duality property C abcd = − 1 4 ǫ abef ǫ cdgh C ef gh , where ǫ abcd is the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor with ǫ 0123 = 1, and the Ricci identity. See fig. 3 for a sketch of the solution.
C. Generalized deviation equation
Let us come back to the generalized deviation equation derived in the first part of the work. In particular the generalized equation with synchronous parametrization for geodesic curves, i.e. (49) . Considering this equation at first order, one interesting question is whether it allows for a determination of the curvature with a smaller number of test bodies than the standard deviation equation considered in section IV A.
Rewriting (49) at first order in normal coordinates yields:
The apparent difference w.r.t. to (58) is that now the velocities of the individual test bodies come into play.
D. Generalized compass setup
The lhs of (94) are the measured accelerations and in the following we refer to them by (m,n,p) A a . In other words, for (m) compasses, with (m) u a velocities, and (n) test bodies, which can move individually with (p) velocities in one compass, we have the following set of equations:
Here we used the shortcut notation "
• η a "= dη a /ds for the standard total derivative. What remains to be chosen, apart from the (n = 1 . . . 5) positions of bodies in one compass, the (m = 1 . . . 6) actual directions in which each compass / observer shall move, are the (p = 0 . . . 6) individual velocities of the bodies. Of course in the end we want to minimize all three numbers, i.e. (m), (n), and (p) which are needed to determine all curvature components.
The d (p)a here are just constants, chosen appropriately to ensure the normalization of the 4-velocity of each test body. Note that in order to recover the results from the previous compass setup in the context of the standard deviation equation, we have just have to choose
(97)
Explicit curvature components
Similarly to Sec. IV B, the 20 independent components of the curvature tensor can be explicitly determined in terms of the accelerations (m,n,p) A a and velocities (m) u a via the deviation equation (95) by using the compass configuration given in (59), (61), and (96). The result reads as follows
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20 : Standard deviation equation 13 6 Generalized deviation equation 13 5 By examination of the components given in (98)- (117), we infer that for a full determination of the curvature by means of the generalized deviation equation one again needs 13 test bodies. See fig. 4 for a sketch of the solution. 
10 : See fig. 5 for a sketch of the solution. Table I contains an overview of the number of required test bodies in different compass setups and in general as well as in vacuum spacetimes.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work we derived a generalized covariant deviation equation in the framework of Synge's world function approach. It should be stressed that our exact deviation equation in (9) is valid for arbitrary world lines and in general background spacetimes. In the subsequent analysis we provided a systematic expansion of the exact deviation equation up to the third order in the world function (35) . This equation can be viewed as a generalization of the well-known geodesic deviation equation, to which it was shown to reduce under the right assumptions. As we have shown in detail, our results encompass several suggestions for a generalized deviation equation from the literature as special cases, and therefore may serve a unified framework for further studies.
In a subsequent analysis we have shown how deviation equations can be used to determine the curvature of spacetime. For this we extended the notion of a gravitational compass [12] and worked out compass setups for general as well as for vacuum spacetimes. One setup is based on the standard geodesic deviation equation (39) , and another is based on the next order generalization given in (49) which goes beyond the linearized case. For both cases we provided the explicit compass solution which allows for a full determination of the curvature.
In contrast to the general considerations in [1, 12] we give an explicit exact solution for the compass setup. With the standard deviation equation, as well as with the generalized deviation equation, we need at least 13 test bodies to determine all curvature components in a general spacetime. For the standard deviation we therefore obtain the same number of bodies as in [53] , however it is worthwhile to note that no explicit solution was given in [53] for a non-vacuum spacetime. In the case of a generalized deviation equation our findings are at odds with the results in [53] . However, this discrepancy in the generalized case comes as no surprise since the generalized equation used in [53] -which was previously derived in [27] -differs from our equation. In vacuum spacetimes, we have explicitly shown that the number of required test bodies is reduced to 6, for the standard deviation equation, and to 5, for the generalized deviation equation.
Furthermore, it is interesting to note that in the case of the standard deviation equation, the opinion of the authors [1, 12] differs when it comes to the number of required test bodies. This seems to be related to the counting scheme and the interpretation of the notion of a compass. Since no explicit compass solutions were given in [1, 12] , one cannot make a comparison to our results. In the case of [53] , we were not able to verify that the given solution does fulfill the compass equations derived in that work. However, the agreement on the number of required bodies in combination with the standard deviation is reassuring.
In summary, we have explicitly shown how deviation equations can be used to measure the gravitational field. Our results are of direct operational relevance and form the basis for many experiments. Important applications range from the description of gravitational wave detectors to the study of satellite configurations for gravitational field mapping in relativistic geodesy. An interesting question is whether a further reduction of the number of required test bodies for certain experiments is possible. A systematic analysis of the practical applications of generalized deviation equations, including the gravitation wave detection, will be presented elsewhere. 
The Ricci tensor is introduced by R ij = R kij k , and the curvature scalar is R = g ij R ij . The signature of the spacetime metric is assumed to be (+1, −1, −1, −1).
In the following, we summarize some of the frequently used formulas in the context of the bitensor formalism [in particular for the world function σ(x, y)], see, e.g., [1, 2, 11] for the corresponding derivations. Note that our curvature conventions differ from those in [1, 11] . Indices attached to the world function always denote covariant derivatives, at the given point, i.e. σ y := ∇ y σ; hence, we do not make explicit use of the semicolon in case of the world function. We start by stating, without proof, the following useful rule for a bitensor B with arbitrary indices at different points (here just denoted by dots): 
determined at y. Furthermore, we collect the following (A11)
